Central New Jersey Bull Terrier Club
New Brunswick Kennel Club
March 24, 2017
Judge: Robert W. T. Myall
A pleasant afternoon judging some very good and well prepared dogs. There was so little
difference between many of the exhibits that on another day the results could have looked
very different. Thank you Central Jersey Bull Terrier Club for the opportunity to go over
these entries.
COLORED
Winners Dog,
Reber and Lindquist MADCAP JUMP RIGHT IN (Emred Devils Spy - GCH Madcap Jump
The Broom) A strongly built tri-color who was only eighteen months old. Deep muzzle with
correct bite. His neck appears short as a result of his marking, but is not in actuality. Shortish
rounded body with good rib spring. Correct topline. Lack a little in the quarters.
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Whitehair SANDSTONE'S HONKY TONK ANGEL (GCH Tulsadoom Abi Albon - Cean
Making Muse-ic with Sandstone) A cobby red with a good set on of head, which has both full
and downface. Slight mouth fault. Spot on front, but rather straight in stiffle. Despite this, moved
with drive and in one piece.
Reserve Winners Dog
Racey and Prater Piles FORMULAS POWERFUL SCARLETS WONDER ON BLUE
RIDGE (Emred Devils Advocate - GCH Action Headed For Fame Power) Another quality red
just fourteen months old. Has very good feminine head and correct bite. Is shapely if a little long
with slight dip in topline. Maturity will address her few problems.
The contest for the Best of Variety was very close with four bitches and the champion dog in the
running right up to the end. It's difficult to keep a dog’s attention all the time, but it made the
difference on this day.
Best of Variety
Sottile, Berez and Conca GCH ACTION'S SOUL POWER OF ALARIC ROM (Emred
Huntsman - GCH Action Headed For Power) To me this brindle bitch is the epitome of type. She
is a beautifully balanced, has a strong deep but feminine head, a short-strong body and is correct
in both front and rear. On the downside she could move with greater drive, has a mild mouth
fault and distracts from her outline by carrying her tail gaily.
Best of Opposite Sex
Ibbitson and Rumor GCH BAKER ST BLAZING SADDLES OF APPRENTICE, ROM
(CH Baker St. Back In The Saddle Again - Zayadi's Hurricane Hallie) A powerful red dog of
quality which isn't an easy thing to attain. Has a long strong head without a hint of coarseness.
Profile and fill according to the standard. Broad chest when viewed from the front with good

depth from withers to brisket. Tail set correctly. Well rounded body with marked spring of ribs.
Wasn’t totally in sync with handler. Pushed very hard for the top spot.
Select Bitch
Lindquist and Krukenkamp MADCAP JUMP OVER THE MOON (Emred Devil's Spy - GCH
Madcap Jump Over The Moon)
WHITE
Winners Dog
Clayton and Pappafotis SORABULLY'S IT'S ABOUT TIME (GCH Allegro Rockstar Sorabullys Iron Empress) A strong headed exhibit with good bone and substance. Nice eyes, but
largish ears. Well rounded body with deep back ribs. Rather light in quarters.
Reserve Winners Dog
Betancourt OPTIMUS PRIME BT ENAMORADA (Quentinhill Megatron - Aricon
Eyesadora) A terrier type dog with well set ears and well placed eyes. Correct topline and tail
set. Moved compactly and in one piece in spurts, but wasn't sure he liked being in the spot light.
Winners Bitch and Reserve Winners Bitch was the closest contest in the Whites with both having
quality, type and balance in abundance.
Winners Bitch, Best of Winners and Best of Opposite Sex
Bluhm and Whitehair BULLYMOON'S DIAMOND SOLITAIRE WITH SANDSTONE
(Megavilles Sardonicus - GCH Sandstones Visions of Liberty) Diamond Solitare had more
scope, was shapelier and had exemplary quarters. In addition she showed herself to advantage. In
profile she covered the ground with free easy strides.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Glaser and Lindquist MADCAP JUMP FOR JOY (Emred Devils Spy - GCH madcap Jump
theBropom) Very feminine head of good proportions and strong underjaw. Minimal mouth fault.
Well rounded body with slack underline. Is young and full of promise.
Best of Variety
Whitmer-Yasmir CH AMAIZE SUPERNOVA (GCH Yoecker Does Gamin - CH ID Bar Lady
Gaga Tulsa Doom) A powerful dog who stands foursquare. Handsome head with depth and
quality plus a piercing obliquely placed eyes. Shortish body with well rounded ribs and correct
topline. Moved compactly and with authority. A very good and typical male bull terrier.

